sj8	you can't be too care*ul
be urging you to change the name of the species Homo sapiens
to the more modest one of Homo Tewler. I shall be sorry if it
causes you some trouble to follow me in this. I shall not blame
you, but I must condole with you. You are the innocent
victim of your upbringing. None of this is digression. I
promised to write about Tewler and I write about Tewler
now. I have to put him in his place in the universe. Which
we share. I will tell, you everything I know about Tewler,
I will dissect and demonstrate on the creature, but for the few
years of life that remain to me, I will be damned if I write a
single propitiatory or mitigated line about our ancestry
to please all the Tewlers in the world. We are a lowly and
infantile breed, There is hardly a quadruped in the Zoo that
is not more modified, evolved, distinguished and finished than
ourselves. Go and look at the grace and finality of a tiger
for example, or a gazelle, or a seal. . , .
As his metamorphosis proceeded, two new sets of problems
invaded Edward Albert's mind. It was borne in upon him
that he had to do certain things called earning a living, and
simultaneously that complex of impulses, taboos, terrors and
repressions, that onset of sex and sex education, which his
mother had apprehended so anxiously, gathered about him
and closed in upon him. Let us take the simpler issue first.
chapter 4
Feudal Strain ?
" TT?ARNING a living." That phrase began to have a
f2j dim menace for him some time before his mother died.
"You'll have to earn your living, you know, when I'm gone,"
his mother would say when he was getting her to do his home-
work for him. Mixing up the idea of lessons, sufficiently
disagreeable in themselves when you still had mother to help
you, with earning a living when her help would be no longer
available, didn't make the prospect more palatable. He
averted his attention from it as long as he could.

